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Who am I?
www.jcaugusto.com

Ph.D. (1998) in Computer Science (subfield: AI)

MSc (2006) in Higher Education Practice

Currently:

• Reader on Distributed and Ubiquitous Computing

• Head of the “Research Group on the Development of 

Intelligent Environments (GOODIEs)” 

http://ie.cs.mdx.ac.uk/home/
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Plan for this week…

• 1 hour looking at the history of the area

• 1 hour looking at the technology

• 1 hour tutorial
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Part of an historical trend…

Many users to 

one (big) computer

One user to One PC

One user to 

many computing devices!
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Moore’s Law

“...The complexity for minimum component costs 

has increased at a rate of roughly a factor of two 

per year ... Certainly over the short term this rate 

can be expected to continue, if not to increase. ...”   

[Moore 1965]
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Availability of Sensors
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What is a ‘sensor’?
Sensors translate specific physical phenomena in the real 

world into a measurable quantity in analog/digital format.
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Exercise: Name two 
sources of sensors!
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dwelling015001   mainkitchen pir roomvisited 2010-04-26 22:39:18 
dwelling015001   foodcupbdoor doorcont opening 2010-04-26 22:41:31 
dwelling015001   foodcupbdoor doorcont closing 2010-04-26 22:41:36 
dwelling015001   mainkitchen pir roomvisited 2010-04-26 22:41:40 
dwelling015001   hall pir roomvisited 2010-04-26 22:41:47 
dwelling015001   livingroom pir roomvisited 2010-04-26 22:42:06 
dwelling015001   hall pir roomvisited 2010-04-26 22:42:22 
dwelling015001   mainkitchen pir roomvisited 2010-04-26 22:42:26 
dwelling015001   mainkitchen pir roomvisited 2010-04-26 23:32:19 
dwelling015001   mainkitchen pir roomvisited 2010-04-26 23:33:16 
dwelling015001   mainkitchen pir roomvisited 2010-04-26 23:36:10 
dwelling015001   mainkitchen pir roomvisited 2010-04-26 23:55:07 
dwelling015001   hall pir roomvisited 2010-04-26 23:55:22 
dwelling015001   livingroom pir roomvisited 2010-04-26 23:55:26 
dwelling015001   downstairswc pir roomvisited 2010-04-26 23:55:54 
dwelling015001   downstairswc pir roomvisited 2010-04-26 23:57:26 
dwelling015001   hall pir roomvisited 2010-04-26 23:57:29 
dwelling015001   mainkitchen pir roomvisited 2010-04-26 23:57:38 
dwelling015001   hall pir roomvisited 2010-04-26 23:58:12 
dwelling015001   livingroom pir roomvisited 2010-04-26 23:58:15 
dwelling015001   masterbed bed-chair in 2010-04-26 23:58:41 
dwelling015001   livingroom pir roomvisited 2010-04-26 23:58:48 
dwelling015001   livingroom pir roomvisited 2010-04-26 23:59:26 
dwelling015001   livingroom pir roomvisited 2010-04-27 00:31:11 
dwelling015001   livingroom pir roomvisited 2010-04-27 00:37:28 

dwelling015001   masterbedroom bed-chair out 2010-04-27 00:37:46 

Sample of data log
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Data logs can easily get huge…

• Sample of data collected over 10 days with 6 sensors 

(2.2 MB)
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Sensors at the core of 
applications in …

• Cars and transportation network

• Weather-related catastrophe prediction

• Manufacturing and plant automation

• Domotics and smart homes (including Ambient Assisted 

living)

• Entertainment (new generation toys and gaming)

• …
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Transformation of CS and its 

immersion in society...

“The most profound technologies are those that 

disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of 

everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it.”

The “disappearing computer” (Weiser)

Mark Weiser coined the term "ubiquitous
computing" in 1988, working at Xerox Palo 
Alto Research Center (PARC).

(July 23, 1952 – April 27, 1999)
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What is an Intelligent 
Environment?

An Intelligent Environment is one in 
which the actions of numerous 
networked controllers (controlling 
different aspects of an environment) 
is orchestrated by self-programming 
pre-emptive processes (e.g., 
intelligent software agents) in such 
a way as to create an interactive 
holistic functionality that enhances 
occupants experiences.

Vic Callaghan, U. of Esssex
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A closer look…
An Intelligent Environment is one in which the actions of 

numerous networked controllers (controlling different 

aspects of an environment) is orchestrated by self-

programming pre-emptive processes (e.g., intelligent 

software agents) in such a way as to create an interactive 

holistic functionality that enhances occupants experiences.

Vic Callaghan, U. of Esssex
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Exercise
• What is an ‘Environment’?

• What are ‘networked controllers’?

• What are ‘intelligent software agents’?

• What are ‘Enhanced User Experiences’?
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Related Concepts 
• Pervasive Computing: studies the provision of distributed 

computational services which are context-aware and travel 
with the user seamlessly across different environments. 

• Ubiquitous Computing: “Like the personal computer, 
ubiquitous computing will enable nothing fundamentally new, 
but by making everything faster and easier to do, with less 
strain and mental gymnastics, it will transform what is 
apparently possible.” M. Weiser in ‘The Computer of the 21st Century’

• Ambient Intelligence: “a digital environment that proactively, 
but sensibly, supports people in their daily lives.” 
[Augusto(2007)]

Intelligent Environments = 

Ambient Intelligence + Smart Environments
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Overall sensing-informed process

Context 
Awareness

• Situation of 
environment

Decision 
Making

• How this 
matches the 
ideal?

Reasoning

• Help 
environment 
to get closer 
to ideal

Actuation
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9 Principles
P1) to be intelligent to recognize a situation where it can help.

P2) to be sensible to recognize when it is allowed to offer help.

P3) to deliver help according to the needs and preferences of those which is 

helping.

P4) to achieve its goals without demanding from the user/s technical knowledge 

to

benefit from its help.

P5) to preserve privacy of the user/s.

P6) to prioritize safety of the user/s at all times.

P7) to have autonomous behaviour.

P8) to be able to operate without forcing changes on the look and feel of the

environment or on the normal routines of the environment inhabitants.

P9) to adhere to the principle that the user is in command and the computer 

obeys, and not viceversa.

[ from "Intelligent Environments: a manifesto“ by 

Juan C Augusto, Vic Callaghan, Diane Cook, Achilles Kameas and Ichiro Satoh ]
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• End for this part... You have earned yourself a rest!
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Questions?
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Plan for this week…

• 1 hour looking at the history of the area

• 1 hour looking at the technology

• 1 hour tutorial
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Overall sensing-informed process

Context 
Awareness

• Situation of 
environment

Decision 
Making

• How this 
matches the 
ideal?

Reasoning

• Help 
environment 
to get closer 
to ideal

Actuation
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Technological Infrastructure

• Sensors
o Strain and pressure

o Position, direction, distance and motion

o Light, radiation and Temperature

o Sound

o Solids, liquids and gases

o Wearables

o Cameras 

o RFID and NFC

Actuators

Wired vs Wireless Sensor Networs
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Strain and pressure

• Applications

o Floors, doors, beds, sofas

o Scales
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Position, direction, distance 

and motion

• Applications

o Security

o Locator, tracking

o Falls detection
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Light, radiation and 
temperature

• Applications

o Security, location, 

tracking

o Health safety

o Energy efficiency     
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Sound

• Applications

o Security

o Volume control

o Speech recognition
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Solids, liquids and gases

• Applications

o Security and health 

monitoring 

o Pool maintenance

o Sprinkler efficiency
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iButton
• 16mm computer chip in steel casing

• Real-time clock

• Each has unique registration number

• Receptor communicates with PC

• Can be used to identify objects or people

and grant access
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Application of a Smart 
Floor

• Orr and Abowd, “The Smart Floor,” Georgia Tech

• Identify users based on their footsteps

• Not intended to be a standalone system

• Footstep described by 10 features

o Profile mean, deviation, length, area, maximum and 

minimum

• Results seem independent of footwear

• 93% recognition rate
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Wearables
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Cameras?

• Perceived as invasive

• Expensive (time and money)

• Not essential?
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RFID technology
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Barcode vs RFID vs NFC

Technology Optical (laser) Radio Frequency:

Active and Passive

Radio Frequency

range Bars visible to 

reader (a few 

inches)

Up to a few meters 

(it does not have to 

be visible to reader)

A few inches

security Weak (can be 

easily forged)

Can be intercepted

and decoded

Safer

Human 

intervention

Usually required Usually not required Usually required
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‘Actuators’
Actuators do the opposite function than a sensor and they 

are used to translate an analog/digital command into an 

action in the real world.  Sometimes the same device may 

combine sensing and actuating capabilities.
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Wired vs. Wireless 
Sensor Networks
Wired

• Cheaper sensors

• Pay for wiring

• Robust

• Need power source

Wireless

• More expensive

• No wiring

• Not as robust

• Batteries
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X10 (wired) Zwave (wireless)
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Wired architecture
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Wireless architecture
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Overall Processing Architecture

Middleware 

Environment - Interactions

Sensors

Reasoning

Discovery and Learning

Knowledge Repository

Actuators

Decision Makers
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Data Flow Diagram

dwelling015001   livingroom   pir  roomvisited  2010-04-27 00:31:11 

dwelling015001   livingroom  pir  roomvisited  2010-04-27 00:37:28 

dwelling015001   masterbedroom   bed-chair  out 2010-04-27 00:37:46 

intelligent 

software

Decisions, actuations, 
messages, interactions
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Context Awareness
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Decision Making
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Intelligent Interfaces
• HCI-based interfaces including 

o Image Processing, 

o Speech Recognition and 

oNLP

can provide a much more satisfactory interaction 

with the users
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Distributed Vision for Assisted Living
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Carer

Image capture: 

night vision/ 

thermal

Smart Home 

PIR detectors 

and switches

Event algorithm

fall, wander, 

day/night

Process image: 

feature 

extraction

{alert,

advise,

explain}

Monitored

person

{carerVisits, carerCalls, 

carerGivesOK}

{standing,  

sitting, 

laying, 

moving}

{inBed, 

inBedtime etc.}
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Questions?
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• End for this part... You have earned yourself a rest!
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Plan for this week…

• 1 hour looking at the history of the area

• 1 hour looking at the technology

• 1 hour tutorial
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Challenge

• Choose an area of life where you want to create an IE [10’] 

• Identify the problem you want to address [10’]

• Think the type of infrastructure you think you may need [10’]

• How the user will interact with the system [10]

• What ethical or privacy issues should be considered? [10’]
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Questions?
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